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App's  no flight of fancy

 
By Matt Asay

Virgin America unveiled its first mobile application earlier this year. It makes checking-in, selecting a seat and
upgrading a breeze, and even creates themed Spotify playlists based on travelers' destinations.

For most consumers, it was long awaited. After all, other travel brands, from Delta Air Lines to Marriott and Hertz,
have been in the App Store for years.

But consumers who have used Virgin's app are not complaining. Reviews suggest it is  in a league of its  own. That is
hardly surprising.

Reservations about apps
Most of the world's leading travel companies have struggled to deliver apps that function reliably or offer an
engaging, intuitive experience.

For consumers, such mobile misfires are not just irritating they are unacceptable.

Thanks to companies such as Uber and Starbucks, today's consumers expect smartphone apps that simplify their
lives and anticipate their needs.

Travel brands must catch up. Treating an app as an afterthought no longer cuts it.

Mobile devices have become integral to our everyday lives.

About two in three U.S. consumers now own a smartphone, according to Pew Internet research. We check these
devices a whopping 8 billion times each day, per a T ime magazine report.

Businesses new and old have responded with a steady stream of new apps.

More than 2 million are available in the Apple App Store. About 2.2 million are available in Google Play, per Statista.

Standing out in this crowded field is difficult for any company. But it has been particularly hard for travel brands.

Flyers often complain about how difficult it is  to change reservations. Hotel guests are sometimes kicked off the app,
requiring repeated logins. And some apps are simply limited in functionality, with reviewers urging fellow travelers
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to go to the company's Web site instead.

Behind many of these problems is the mistaken notion that a mobile app should simply recreate the desktop
experience. This ignores the fact that mobile devices are not just a complement to desktop computers they are an
alternative.

Up for the ride?
This summer, in fact, more consumers used tablets and smartphones for travel-related exchanges than desktops,
according to Adobe. As we look to the ongoing holiday season, mobile will continue playing a large role.

To better serve their customers, travel companies must step up their mobile game. This should begin with looking at
the most popular apps.

Consider Uber, the ride-sharing service.

In just seconds, a consumer can request a ride, see exactly where her driver is coming from, and receive an
estimated arrival time. Since the app is synced to a credit card, there is never any fuss about payment.

Starbucks' new app, which debuted in April, is  another excellent model.

Gone are the days when coffee-lovers had to wait in a long line to get their morning fix.

Now, consumers can pre-order and pre-pay and simply grab their coffee when they arrive at the store. Mobile
transactions now represent more than 20 percent of Starbucks' in-store sales, per Geekwire.

Consumers now expect brands to anticipate their needs and eliminate time-wasting interactions.

Indeed, one recent survey found that most consumers credit simplification and convenience as the greatest
influencers of mobile app satisfaction, per Adobe.

To be sure, some travel brands are offering impressive mobiles apps.

Starwood Hotels is using its app to eliminate the entire check-in process.

The Starwood app can notify preferred guests when their rooms are available and provide them with a digital key.
This allows guests to bypass the front desk and head straight to their rooms.

At the Prince Gallery hotel in Tokyo, every request from room service orders to wakeup calls goes through a single-
point-of-contact via a mobile app.

Through data analytics software, the hotel tracks this information, along with intelligence on room temperature
preferences, light settings, and the like, to offer a perfectly bespoke hotel experience to all its  guests, per God Save
the Points.

THESE APPS offer just a hint of how mobile apps can improve the lives of travelers.

Imagine an airline app that offers a countdown to when a flyer's zone is boarding or a push notification when an
upgrade is available.

Or a hotel app that, through geo-targeting, knows exactly when each guest arrives.

Customers will continue to expect more.

That is why, for travel brands that do not prioritize mobile, customers will start traveling elsewhere.
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